CUSTOMIZED SUPPORT
TO HELP BUSINESSES
STAY AHEAD OF RISK

Cyber risk is a rapidly evolving
enterprise threat sparing no
segment of the market. Businesses
worldwide are challenged with
protecting their digital assets,
business continuity, and brand
perception from cyber-attacks at
the same time as these incidents
are increasing in frequency. We
offer a suite of solutions designed
to enable executive leadership
teams to better understand these
complex challenges in context,
provide informed oversight, and
build resilient organizations.

INSURANCE
Our solution design and
proprietary innovations adds
value to strategic growth
initiatives.
• Financial Hedging
• Policy Benchmarking Analysis
• Coverage/Gap Identification
• Incident Response

We help businesses identify, mitigate and apply turnkey risk transfer
approaches allowing them to meet key growth objectives and develop
organizational resilience. We are an independent insurance brokerage
operating across the full spectrum of risk and insurance solutions globally.
We can design customized policies that include comprehensive coverage,
helping businesses be better protected against losses. As a coverholder at
Lloyd’s, our cyber insurance solution helps defray the costs of a breach and
offers vital remediation and mitigation support during the recovery phase,
aiding in limiting reputational harm.

ADVISORY
Our bench of subject
matter experts adds value to
preparedness initiatives designed
to protect your enterprise.
• Threat Landscape
• Regulatory Environment
• Leading Practices
• Governance Planning and
Implementation Support

Under our consulting banner, we offer specialized advisory services for
the C-Suite and Board of Directors. As a trusted advisor to your leadership
team, we work with you to understand your objectives and embed leading
practices that improve resiliency and drive continuous improvement.
Through regular briefings and scenario based exercises, we identify gaps in
your preparedness and create actionable strategies for enterprise resilience.
From there, we can assist in minimizing your exposures and help the
organization be a “better” risk to insurers.

EDUCATION
Our unique approach supports a
culture of resilience at all levels
of your organization, improving
situational awareness to risk
in the context of day-to-day
operations.
• Scenario-Based Exercises
• Customized Programs
• Enterprise Workshops
• Scalable Online Certificate
Programs

A healthy risk mitigation strategy means ensuring best practices are being
utilized throughout the organization.
We create and deliver customized programs that reinforce cyber risk
protocols and address the human element, which is often the Achilles heel
in many areas of institutional risk. Cybersecurity is no longer the domain
of IT professionals alone. We will help you equip your business leaders and
frontline employees to protect the enterprise.

The Resiliency360° cyber
preparedness engagement is
flexible, customizable, and designed
to help business leaders leverage
risk as a catalyst for growth.
A Lasting Relationship
Invest in our outside perspective and
unique subject matter expertise.
Multiple Risk Domains
We are licensed across the full spectrum
of risk and insurance solutions.

We believe that forward-looking organizations are better able to sieze opportunities and grow in
unprecedented ways. Utilizing our Resiliency360° approach, we assess and tackle enterprise risk
head-on as a trusted advisor to your team. Our integrated approach will identify and close the gaps
in your preparedness, implement frameworks for continuous improvement, improve executivelevel communication and coordination, and unlock hidden capital that enables growth.
18 MONTH ENGAGEMENT
12 MONTH ENGAGEMENT

Strategic 12 or 18 Month Engagements
Let us be your trusted risk advisor.

QUARTER

Modular Framework
Choose which module to launch the
engagment and when to begin.

Risk Cooperative
www.riskcooperative.com
1825 K Street NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20006
info@riskcooperative.com
Phone: +1.202.688.3560
Fax: +1.202.905.0308

QUARTER

INSURANCE
BENCHMARKING
Policy Review

QUARTER

QUARTER

QUARTERLY
BRIEFING

QUARTER

QUARTER

SOLUTION-BASED
EXERCISE

2-hour In-Person Executive
Briefing

4-hour In-Person Facilitated &
Highly Interactive

Written Report &
Recommendations

Outline Threat Landscape

Tailored to Your Business or Your
Industry

Coverage Design & Placement

Establish Action Steps

Gap Analysis

Identify Best Practices
Understand Your Objectives

Better Understand the Threat
Landscape in Context
Develop & Practive Actionable
Crisis Response Plans
Expose Areas of Disagreement
Before a Time of Crisis
Create a Leadership Culture of
Resiliency

